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Introduction

One of the most important operation in a document analy
sis is a text/graphics separation. Its aim is to separate the 
graphics from the text to facilitate the further processing and 
speed up a OCR. Technical papers are the widespread document type.

Usually an initial document and its image after scanning 
must satisfy some constraints for correct separation. Examples of 
such constraints are:

1) text lines must be exactly horizontal;
2) text and graphics blocks must have a rectangular shape.
In practice, these constraints are often violated. During

scanning a few degrees of a tilt are inevitable whether document 
is fed mechanically or by operator [ I ] .  Moreover, some pages con
tain the text columns with different tilt within the same page. 
Finally, text and graphics blocks can have a nonreсtangular shape 
(Fig.I ) .  Correction methods such as Hough transform [ 2 ] ,  charac
ter translation [ 3 ]  are not universal for all cases of const
raints violations.

This paper is devoted to problem of the unconstrained 
t.;Xt/graphics separation for technical papers, i.e. when const
raints above are ignored. Many technical papers types have almost 
identical location rules of text and graphics blocks. We found 
that this identity could be expressed by two properties. We cal
led them area and text compactness properties.

Area and text compactness properties

Analyzing many technical papers, it is possible to conc
lude that the following main properties of pages take place:

AREA PROPERTY. One character has lesser area than one 
graphics component.



TEXT COMPACTNESS PROPERTY. In contrast to maps and line- 
drawings where the text consists of several isolated groups of 
symbols among graphics regions, in the technical papers, the text 
forms large arid compact, blocks or columns with sharp separators 
between text and graphics.

• Now we are to determine how to measure these properties. 
On the one hand, these measures must be as simple as possible. On 
the other hand, they must express as exact * as possible a matter 
of properties. We choose the connected component (CC) area as 
measure of the area property. As according to our assumption, text 
and graphics blocks can have an arbitrary shape, one can take in
to account the spatial relationships between text and graphics 
elements. A suitable measure to estimate the spatial location of 
two and more CCs is a bounding rectangle (BR). Tims a "proximity" 
of two CCs can be described as either the crossing of their BRs
or the location of one BR fully inside another BR. A "remote
ness" of two CCs can be described as the location of one BR out
side another BR. Major advantage of the BR application is that
the "proximity" and "remoteness" are not described by specific 
number or numbers range, i.e. such estimations do not depend on 
the technical paper type.

Finally, we shall define the notion "graphics". We assume 
that the graphics consists of I) figures, plots, diagrams, photos 
and 2) some text data, e.g. figures captions, letters and digits 
connected with plots, etc. The inclusion of such text into cate
gory "graphics" allows to store the graphics and the text cor
responding to it as a unit and facilitates the processing.

Algorithm description

The proposed algorithm consists in the following:
STEP I. Connected components (cc) detection by using a 

run length representation and calculation of the area and the 
bounding rectangle for each CC.

STEP 2. Fast large-sized graphics detection based on the 
area property. Whole area interval is divided into the following 
subintervals DELTA(i), (i=0,...,5): [1,9], [10,99], [100,999],
[1000,9999]. [10000,99999], [100000,999999] (subintervals [1,9]
and [100000,999999] correspond to DELTA(O) and BEI,TA(5) respecti
vely). For every DELTA(i) the number of CCs'belonging to it (n(i)) 
is computed. As the number of large graphics CCs on a single page 
is much less than the number of characters, then the threshold ТІ 
separating the large graphics from other objects can be calcula- 
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ted by the sharp change of the number of CCs by analyzing n(i) for 
two adjacent subintervals. The procedure of ТІ calculation is ex
pressed in pseudocode below.

Initialization.
All n(i) (i=0,...,5) are set to zero.

Calculation.
For every n(i) (i=5.....1) not equal to zero,

compare n(i) and n(i-I).
If n(i) and n(i-I) have different orders, e.g. n(i)=5, n(i-I)=52, 
then ТІ is set to 10 to power i and calculations stop, 
otherwise i=i-I and continue the comparison.

All CCs for which area/ТІ ratio is more or equal to I are 
considered to be the large graphics. The remained components are 
labeled as text or noise (noise component area is less or equal 
to a predetermined threshold T2; in our case, T2=2).

STEP 3. All text CCs whose bounding rectangles cross or 
are fully inside the bounding rectangles of the large graphics 
are marked as graphics according to our notion about graphics,.

The following cases of two BRs location are only possible:
1) one BR is fully outside another BR;
2) one BR is fully inside another BR;
3) one BR crosses another BR.

One can find the desired BRs by verifying the following test cor
responding to case I).

TEST. xmin( t)>=xmax(g) or xmax( t)<-xmin(g) or
ymin( t) >=ymax( g) or ymax( t) <-ymin( g)

An index in parentheses corresponds to either text (t) or large 
graphics (g) and xmin,ymin,xmax,ymax are parameters of the BR. An 
axis Y is directed downwards.

If the test is not satisfied, it means that cases 2) or 3)
occur.

STEP 4. Text CCs detection, which were erroneously marked 
as graphics at the previous step, by using the text compactness 
property. When the page has a tilt or the text or/and the gra
phics form regions with nonrectangular shape, a number of text CCs 
can be labeled as graphics during the previous step, though it is 
not quite correct (Fig.2). In Fig.2 it is seen that though text 
BRs (small rectangles), separated by the large graphics BR (large 
rectangle) into two parts, obtained different labels during pre-
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vious processing, however, they belong to the same text column. 
According to the text compactness property, a space between the 
nearest BRs belonging to these different parts is small ana the 
same as one between BRs within every part.

Therefore, at first, we find correctly marked text BRs
which are the nearest to the BRs of the large graphics by using
our definition of proximity. These found BRs are also the nearest 
to the BRs of erroneously marked text BRs if both BRs types be
long to the same column. Further, erroneously marked text is re
petitively detected on the basis of the text which obtained the 
correct label at the previous iteration. Initially, the text BRs 
which are the nearest to the large graphics BRs correspond to the 
text with correct label. In detail, these operations consist in 
the following.

Each bounding rectangle of the large graphics is extended
on a small distance D depending on character sizes. We define D
as

D=I.5*max(average character width, average character height),

where a multiplier 1.5 corresponds to deviations of spaces between 
characters.

If the initial parameters of the bounding rectangle are 
xmin, ymin, xmax, ymax, after extension these are xmin-D, ymin-D, 
xmax+D, ymax+D. All text rectangles crossing or located fully in
side (our definition of proximity) these extended rectangles form 
the original set S of correctly marked text (the test above is 
used to do it). Further, the following iterations written in 
pseudocode are performed:

While S is not empty
do begin

1. each rectangle from S is extended on D.
2. all rectangles of the small graphics, i.e. the text 

marked as graphics at step 3, crossing or fully located inside ex
tended rectangles from S form the new S and are marked as text.

end

When S is empty, it means that the text before marked as graphics 
has now the correct label.

The proposed algorithm was tested on real images of a4 si
ze and gives good results.



Conclusion

In this paper, the text/graphics separation algorithm for 
technical papers is proposed. It is based on geometrical and spa
tial properties of these documents. Our algorithm has the fol
lowing distinctions from other methods:

- no tilt estimation is required;
- text and graphics blocks can have the arbitrary shape 

(not only rectangular).
In Pig. 2 the BRs after CC detection sire shown for image 

from Pig.I. In Fig. 3 the processing results are shown (only text 
BRs).
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Fig.I Initial image with nonrectangular text/graphics blocks.

Fig.2 Bounding rectangles for image in Fig.I



Fig.3 Text/graphics separation (rectangles corresponding to text 
detected are only shown)
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